C³-230 Cleansing Toilet Seat
Quick-Start Guide (Icons as seen on remote and manual control)

1. As you sit

Heated Seat
Tap seat temp to adjust seat temperature

Deodorizer
Carbon filter automatically traps odors to help keep the space fresh

Stainless Steel Cleansing Wand
Wand rinses itself before use and is automatically cleaned with UV light every 24 hours

2. As you use it

LCD Touch-Screen Remote
Control your experience by pressing the icons

Warm-Water Cleansing
Tap rear (a) or front (b) to begin cleansing
Tap wand (c) to move water position forward/backward
Tap stop (d) when you feel clean

Water Pressure, Temperature & Motion
Tap pressure (a) to adjust water pressure
Tap water temp (b) to adjust water temperature
Tap pulsate oscillate (c) to adjust water stream

Warm-Air Dryer
Tap dryer (a) to activate dryer
Tap dryer again to adjust speed
Tap stop (b) when you feel ready

3. Additional Features

Nightlight
Makes it easy to find the toilet in low light conditions

Quiet-Close™ Technology
Stops the lid from slamming

Quick-Release™ Hinges
Allow the seat to be unlatched for easy removal and cleaning

Grip-Tight Bumpers
Help prevent shifting

To learn more about this product and see how to install it, visit KOHLER.com/IntelligentToilets